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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Country of origin: Ukraine

Affiliation: Publishing house «Grani», Ukraine

journal's profile: Scientific

Frequency of an issue publishing: Monthly

Circulation: 200 copies

On what terms are the published scientific
articles available?:

All the articles are accessible by the payment, after the specific time it is
free of charge

Main science field describing journal: Social sciences



Study fields/ arts describing journal: Social sciences
Humanities

Disciplines scientific / artistic describing
journal:

Sociology
Philosophy
History
Political studies

Disciplines corresponding with journal's
subject area:

Humanities -- Philosophy
Humanities -- History
Social studies -- Political Science
Social studies -- Sociology

SCIENTIFIC QUALITY

How many articles were published in year? 2015: 357
2014: 352

How many research articles have been
published over the past two years?

2015: 357
2014: 352

Current Impact Factor value: no Impact Factor

In which scientific databases is journal
indexed?

Google Scholar
National Library of Ukraine Vernadsky
Universal Impact Factor

INTERNATIONALIZATION

What are the language versions of the
journal's website?

Ukrainian
English
Russian

What are the languages in which the full
text of articles was published ?

Ukrainian (2014: 224, 2015: 256)
English (2014: 20, 2015: 10)
Russian (2014: 108, 2015: 91)

Did every article published in years 2014-
2015 contain a title and abstract in English?

Yes

What percentage of the Editorial Board
members are international members?

3 %

What percentage of journal reviewers are
international reviewers?

2 %

What percentage of authors of research
articles have foreign affiliation?

3 %

STABILITY

Date of journal's first edition (year). 1998

Has there been at least one combined issue
of a journal over the past two years?

No

Has there been an editorial delay of more
than 6 months over the past two years?

Yes

Indicate the year from which the journal has
been stably issued:

1998 year

DIGITALIZATION



What is the percentage of the articles
published by the journal in years 2014-2015

available in full text on-line?

100 %

What are the available formats of scientific
articles available online?

PDF

Which bibliographic data management tools
were at journal's disposal in 2015?

other

Which bibliographic styles were used by the
journal in 2015?

Chicago
Harvard

The Editorial staff/Editor in 2015: used an electronic editing system
used an electronic manuscript submission system?
used tools for the export of bibliographic data into external indexing
databases?

Have any "ahead of print"/"early birds"
publication policies been used in 2015?

No

Prefix of DOI number: 10.15421

STANDARDS

What percentage of journal reviewers are
external reviewers?

40 %

Does the journal publish the obligatory
procedures??

Yes

Has the journal published a detailed
description of the review procedure?

Yes

Please provide the link to the page
containing the reviewing procedure or

indicate the number in which the
instructions have been published.:

http://grani.org.ua/index.php/journal/about/editorialPolicies#focusAndScope

Indicate the reviewing procedures applied
by the journal in 2015.:

reviewers required to sign no conflict of interest declarations.
reviews provided in a written form and containing explicit conclusion
regarding acceptance/rejection of the article for publication.

Which review model was used by the journal
in 2015?

open peer reviews.

EDITORIAL QUALITY

Which of the following information was
provided on all covers of issues published in

2015?

ISSN: Yes
year: Yes
volume: no answer
number/issue : Yes
month: Yes

Which of the following information was
provided in all the electronic versions

published in 2015?:

ISSN:Yes
year: Yes
volume: No
number/issue : Yes
month: Yes

Journal's website: http://grani.org.ua

Does the journal hold an active and updated
website?

Yes



Which of the following information is
provided on the journal's website?

title/journal title(s) : Yes
ISSN: Yes
List of Editorial Board members: Yes
Editorial staff information: Yes

Is the information available on the website's
homepage?

title/journal title(s) : Yes
ISSN: Yes

Which of the following metadata were
provided with the scientific articles

published in 2015?

keywords in original language: Yes
keywords in English: Yes
author's affiliation: Yes
date of article submission to Editor's office: no answer
date of editorial approval: Yes
author's declaration on the sources of funding of research presented in the
scientific article or of the preparation of the scientific article: no answer

Which of the following information is
provided in the instructions for authors on

the journal's website or in the printed
edition?

instruction regarding the structure of the article: Yes
instruction regarding the format of references: Yes
instructions for authors are not published by the journal: no answer

Please provide the link to the instructions or
indicate the number in which the

instructions are published.

http://grani.org.ua/index.php/journal/pa...
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49000 Dniepropetrovsk
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Email: almagrani@i.ua Tel: 380567443835
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